
Put stuff in its place.

Material Management System



Don’t Agonize...
• Do you have more materials to keep track of than ever before?

• Are your materials often hard to access during procedures?

• Does running out of materials during a procedure cause big-time stress?

• Does trying to re-organize your materials on your own take too much time?

• Could your operatory and sterilization areas be more attractive?

• Could your asepsis regarding materials stand some improvement?

Organize.
• Zirc can help you get organized with much less time and 

less cost than you might think. 

• You’ll be amazed at the results:

- Increased productivity

- Allows you to maintain less inventory of materials

- A more attractive operatory

- Reduced stress
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Four Reasons to Use the Material Management System

Convenience: For each procedure, all the materials you need are in 
one tub that moves easily from operatory to operatory.

Simplicity: Everyone in the office knows which tub is for which procedure.

Efficiency: No wasted time having to leave the operatory and run
to get missing materials.

Economy: Fill up each tub and stock it in one central location,
instead of stocking multiple sets of materials 
in multiple operatories.

Material Management System Colors

Look at the Impact the Material Management System Is
Having at the Carolina Smile Center in Fort Mill, SC:  

“Zirc’s system has been the answer to our organizational problems. Having all the
materials relevant to a procedure makes the doctor happy and the team successful.
Efficiency at the chair equals money...Zirc’s tub and bin system is the way to go!” 

- Hollie Bryant, Dental Assistant

“Zirc’s tub and bin system has saved me money on materials and time at the chair.
And for the first time, I can now easily find the materials on my own if I’m ever
working without my assistant.” 

- Jeff T. Blank, DMD
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Choose a Tub Color for Each Procedure

Endo Tub

Endo Files | Endo Stoppers | Endo Rinse Syringe with Tip | Rubber Dam | Clamps | Cotton Rolls | Cotton Pellets

Bite Stick | Endo Cement | Reamers | Gutta Percha | EndoREZ | Parachlorophenol | Formo-Cresol | CAVIT

Composite Tub

Primer Bond | Etch | Matrix Tofflemire Bands | Cotton Rolls | Floss | Gauze | Shades of Capsule Composite

Composite Gun | Gluma | Occlusal Indicator Paper | Discs and Sanding Strips | Matrix Clamps with Forceps

Sealants Tub

Cotton Roll | Gauze | Dry Angle | Etch with Tips | Sealant with Tip | Brush Tips | Micro Tips

Applicator | Well Pumice

Note: For all tubs below except the Composite Tub, a slide tray is shown to the right of the tub. For the Composite Tub, the slide tray is shown inside the tub.



Amalgam Tub

Cotton Rolls | Gauze | Floss | Amalgam Capsule | Amalgam Well | Matrix Tofflemire Bands

Band Holder | Occlusal Indicator Paper | Copalite | Dyca | Gluma | Rubber Dam & Clamps

Crown Prep Tub

Cotton Rolls | Dry Angles | Bite Stick | Occlusal Indicator Paper | Floss | Temporary Bond | Impression Tray

Temporary Crowns | Forceps for Crown Removal | Hemostat Liquid (Stops Bleeding) | Shade Guide

Gingival Cord | Build-Up Material (Core Paste) | Cement

Veneer Tub

Cotton Rolls | Dry Angles | Saline | Mixing Tips | Temporary Crown Gloss | Mixing Tips 

Shade Guide | Consepsis with Tips
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One: Material Set-Up

1. Collect all the materials for each procedure.

2. Cut dividers to the appropriate sizes.

Two: Tub Assembly

1. Make a small pile of each type of material (small cups, brushes,
clamps, cotton pellets, prophy angle tips, prophy paste, pumice,
syringe tips, implant tips, etc.) that will go into the tub.

2. For each material, determine which type of container it will 
be placed in within the tub. There are six kinds of containers
(all shown on page 6).

3. Place the materials inside their respective containers.

4. Place the containers inside the tub.

Three: Storage of Tubs

1. Store tubs in either the 8-position rack (holds 4 tubs and covers) or 
the adjustable rack (holds 3 tubs and covers).

2. The racks can fit into cabinetry or on countertops.

3. The stocked tubs may be stored in central sterilization 
(which allows you to stock everything in one location), 
or in each operatory.

Three Steps to Increased Productivity



Tub Line of Products

Complete Tub 
Procedure Tub  | Tub Liner  | Tub Divider  
Locking Tub Cover  | Cup/Cover Single
Cup/Cover Double  | Divided Slide Tray

20Z455_*

Procedure Tub  
Shown with locking cover.

Tub: 20Z463_*  |  Cover: 20Z459

Syringe Composite Organizer
Stores and organizes composite materials.
Syringe holder allows storage for up to 40
syringe tubes with additional 10-unit add on. 

20Z485

Capsule Composite Organizer
Stores and organizes composite materials. 

Clip-on holder allows you to separate 
composite for quick access during procedure.

20Z475

Dividers with Non-Slip Liner 
Dividers for the bottom of the tub 
can be customized as needed.

Dividers: 20Z461  |  Liner: 20Z462

Divided and Flat Slide Trays
Fits into procedure tubs and sits on the 

rim to allow for storage underneath.
Divided: 20Z466  |  Flat: 20Z467

Tub  Insert
Designed to fit inside the tub on the rim allowing
for storage underneath. The divider features

10 compartments for easy organization.
20Z465

Single and Double Cups w/Covers
Can be used in drawers, on trays, etc. for

small easy-to-loose items. Covers are
transparent. Comes in Gray only.
Single: 20Z471  |  Double: 20Z472

Syringe 20-Unit Stand
Stands up for easy access to composite. 

Lays flat to fit inside a tub or drawer. 
Holds up to 20 syringes.

20Z487

Syringe Clip-On Holder
Allows quick access to composite 

during procedure. Conveniently clips 
to side of tub or set-up tray.

20Z488

Capsule Clip-On Holder
Allows quick access to composite during procedure.  
Conveniently clips to side of tub or set-up tray. Holds 

8 capsules, 4 syringe tubes and capsule/gun dispenser.
20Z476

Long tub Cup and Cover
Provides 5 storage compartments. Dividers are 
removable for customization. Stores capsules,
discs, abrasive strips, wedges, matrix bands, etc.

20Z473

*Last letter (A-S) in item code corresponds to tub color. See page 2.
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Zirc Company

3918 Highway 55 S.E.

Buffalo, MN 55313

800.328.3899

www.zirc.com

The time you’ll spend getting organized is nothing 
compared to the time you waste being disorganized.


